
Wilson Returns to The Sound Environment
Wilson and The Sound Environment are coming together once again. There are 
new and exciting things going on with Wilson and we have two great examples 
of them on demo right now. We are featuring the Sabrina and Alexia models with 
Alexia being premiered in our World Class System. You may have heard Wilson 
before, but not like this. 

Continued Quality, Improved Sound
The care taken with assembly and finishing a product has always been to the 
highest standard at Wilson. If anything, the fine quality that you see of the finished 
product is even higher now with continued facility improvements. The internal 
matching of crossovers to drivers make a pair of speakers that work as a pair. It is 
as it has always been, very exact, with each speaker recorded in the Wilson Archive 
in case a driver is ever damaged and needs to be replaced. In which case, an exact 
duplicate would be selected from Wilson’s amazing stock of drivers which goes 
back through several discontinued models. Our own Gale Cooper has recently 
spent a couple of days out at Wilson and was blown away. He will have an exciting 
report coming soon about what he learned while he was there. 

A Word About Daryl Wilson  
Often when a son or daughter takes over primary responsibilities for a family 
business, the outcome may not be the best. Fortunately Daryl Wilson has proven 
his mettle with his involvement in the last few new speaker designs. Daryl has had 
the primary responsibility for the all new Alexx. The new family of Wilson speakers 
are a stunning example of evolution. With the new silk dome tweeter, new cabinet 
materials, subtle curved cabinet design, the new speakers including the Sabrina 
and Alexia offer substantially improved performance and are great values.  

Alexia
The recently introduced Alexia at $52,000 and Sabrina at $15,900 are extremely 
cost effective and great values. The Sabrina is surprisingly diminutive and can be 
easily accommodated in many small rooms. They can be placed remarkably close 
to the wall behind them and are easily driven with a modest integrated amplifier. 
They are so musically revealing that they also perform well with more advanced 
amplification such as the VTL 2.5i and the ST150 amplifier.    

Enhancing Excellence
Both of these models performance can be enhanced and extended by the use of 
Wilson or REL subwoofers. This gives an owner the option for future performance 
improvement as does step up in drive electronics and sources. The Sound 
Environment offers a Trade Up Program second to none, so this whole process of 
continuing improvement can come relatively easily.  
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The Sound Environment offers a generous trade up program that allows you to keep 
improving your system with no loss from your initial investment. Join The Sound 
Environment trade up program now by simply making a purchase from us. We want 
you to get the best sound possible for your budget initially and discuss thoughtful 
upgrades with you down the road. Ask one of our consultants for more details on 
this beneficial program and how it can work for you. 


